History 150B: reading schedule

Winter/Spring 2002

LAST ONE-THIRD OF JANUARY
Shaara, The Killer Angels (optional)
Hartwig, A Killer Angels Companion (optional)

1ST HALF OF FEBRUARY
Hall, Preface and Introduction: & Chapter 1 (also Appendices A and B)
Wheeler, Chapters 1-10

2ND HALF OF FEBRUARY
Hall, Chapter 2
Wheeler, Chapters 11-13
Gallagher 1999, DAY ONE essays by:
   Gallagher *HOW DID EWELL/LEE DO ON 7/1?*
   Greene *HAS THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FEDERAL 11th CORPS BEEN REHABILITATED?*
   Krick *EXAMPLES OF CONFEDERATE OVER-CONFIDENCE? OR JUST BLUNDERS?*
   Nolan *AGAIN: HOW DID EWELL/LEE DO ON 7/1?*
Borrit 1997, essays by:
   Borrit 1997, essays by:
   Glatthaar *HOW INVADE THE NORTH - DID SOME OF THE REBELS' ACTIVITIES UNDERMINE THEIR MORALE?*
   McMurray *WHY INVADE THE NORTH, POST-CHANCELLORSVILLE?*
   Thomas *STUART STRUGGLING NORTHWARD, AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF THAT STRUGGLE*
   Pfanz *EWELL ON 7/1 RE-VISITED*

1ST HALF OF MARCH
Hall, most of Chapter 3 (also Appendix C)
Wheeler, Chapters 14-15
Gallagher 1999, DAY TWO essays by:
   Krick *WAS LONGSTREET'S PERFORMANCE ALL THAT BAD?*
   Robertson *SICKLES'S "MOVE" - AN EGREGIOUS BLUNDER?*
   Gallagher *LEE'S CONTINUING AGGRESSIVENESS - AND OVER-CONFIDENCE?*

2ND HALF OF MARCH
Hall, remainder of Chapter 3
Wheeler, Chapters 16-17
Gallagher 1999, DAY TWO essays by:
   Greene *HOW COULD IT BE THAT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE UNION 12th CORPS HAVE BEEN SO NEGLECTED? WHAT DID THEY DO AND HOW WELL?*
   Hartwig *CALDWELL PLUNGES INTO THE FRAY, AS AN EXAMPLE OF ACTIVE UNION DEFENSE - EFFECTIVENESS OF HIS DIVISION'S ATTACK?*
Borrit 1997, essay by:
   Laffantaisie *JOSHUA CHAMBERLAIN'S PAPER TRAIL: CIVIL WAR AND GETTYSBURG MYTHMAKING*

1ST TWO-THIRDS OF APRIL
Hall, Chapter 4 (also Appendices D and E, or these can be read along with Ch. 5)
Wheeler, Chapters 18-20
Gallagher 1999, DAY THREE essays by:
   Sauers *AT LAST! A NOD TO GENERAL MEADE*
   Carmichael *LONG-RANGE CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY - COULDN'T WORK?*
   Cross *SHORT-RANGE CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY - THE ONLY KIND THAT DID?*
   Reardon *MORE ABOUT THE ENDLESS LONGSTREET ISSUES*
Gallagher 1994, essays by:
   Piston *WHAT SHOULD THE CONFEDERATES HAVE TRIED ON 7/3?*
   Reardon *PICKETT'S CHARGE AS HISTORIOGRAPHY: "HISTORY AND MEMORY"*
Borrit 1997, essays by:
   Reardon *MORE ON PIckett'S CHARGE AS HISTORIOGRAPHY*
   Thomas (reprise) *STUART ON 7/3 - MEDIOCRE PERFORMANCE, UNDER STRESS FATIGUE?*
LAST ONE-THIRD OF APRIL/EARLY MAY
Hall, Chapter 5 (also Appendix G)
Wheeler, Epilogue
Gallagher 1994, essay by:
   Greene  WAS "MEADE OF GETTYSBURG" "SPRUANCE OF MIDWAY"?
Borrit 1997, essays by:
   Gallagher  THE IMPACT OF GETTYSBURG - SHORT-TERM PERCEPTIONS
   McMurray (reprise)  THE IMPACT AND MEANING OF GETTYSBURG FROM A LONGER-TERM
   PERSPECTIVE
   Kinsel   PERHAPS GETTYSBURG DID MEAN MORE--OR THERE IS A DEEPLY ROOTED BELIEF THAT
            IT DID--THAN THE SOUR THESIS OF McMURRAY WOULD SUGGEST